In this study, the author describes the nature and occurrence of knowledge-construction links (KCLs) in 3 6th-grade classrooms that varied in degree of learner centeredness. KCLs are operationalized as prior learning that students bring to their current classroom experiences and include school and nonschool experiences. They are hypothesized to facilitate a knowledge-construction process that values prior learning. In the more learner-centered classroom, KCLs occurred in conjunction with open and divergent dialogue, positive reactions to students' use of prior learning, and opportunities within the classroom that allowed students to gain new experiences on which they could draw in further knowledge-construction efforts. In contrast, KCLs were ignored or viewed as inappropriate in the least learner-centered classroom, dialogue about content was convergent, and performance goals were the norm.
It is a basic tenet of cognitive psychology in general and constructivism in particular that new knowledge develops out of a process of construction (Noddings, 1998) . Constructivists such as von Glasersfeld (1995) assert that new knowledge arises out of an individual's active construction drawing on unique prior experience and knowledge, as he or she strives to make sense of the world. Although methods of teaching based on constructivist theory have shown promise, little research is available on why these methods are helpful at a cognitive level-how and why learners construct their unique knowledge. In this study, I investigate the individual process of knowledge construction, how learners in 3 sixth-grade classrooms had opportunities to construct their own meanings of the subject matter being studied. The classrooms selected for study varied in learner centeredness in that the different instructional environments were thought to elicit different knowledge-construction opportunities. The theoretical focus specifically highlights idiosyncratic knowledge (i.e., references to learner's unique prior experience and knowledge) as a key construct and thus assumes that learners will naturally and usefully extend their understanding beyond subject-matter domains as typically taught in schools. Throughout this article, I will refer to the learner's prior experience and knowledge as prior learning.
Background
Many acknowledge that knowledge is idiosyncratic or unique, and in fact, it cannot be otherwise (Alexander, Schallert, & Hare, 1991; Lemke, 1997; Shore, 1996) . However, in the classroom, this often comes down to small variations allowed within domainbounded knowledge structures. If the variations do not seem directly connected to the subject domain, they are labeled as being off track, rather than part of a meaningful knowledge-construction process (e.g., Mikulincer, 1989) . In fact, " [a] substantial body of research has treated students' intuitive understandings as misconceptions" (Greeno, 1998, p. 17) . However, when students' comments, whispers, and conversations have been recorded using individually worn broadcast microphones, "almost all the student utterances were directly relevant to the curriculum content or the instructional organization" (Alton- Lee & Nuthall, 1992b, p. 35) . Students are adept at masking these comments, given they are contrary to the typical classroom routine.
In an earlier study, I examined instances of students sharing idiosyncratic or personal knowledge (generally noted as students' comments or questions) in first-and sixth-grade classrooms in a midwestern parochial school (Schuh, 1998 (Schuh, , 1999 . Many of these comments that appeared overtly in the classroom (i.e., whole-class activities) initially seemed off track and unrelated to the instruction. It was only on gaining further understanding of the child's perspective through a one-on-one interview that the relevance of the link (i.e., construction effort) became apparent.
In the analysis of the students' questions and comments, two primary findings emerged. First, knowledge-construction links (KCLs) could be described through a system of cue types and trajectory dimensions. The cue was the linking instance by which the student was prompted (or reminded) about the prior learning. Cues were the stimuli by which the link between current and prior learning was made. A trajectory is a path. A learner's personal trajectory, then, is the sum of the learner's life experiences and is shaped by individual experiences, cultural norms, biological background, and so on (Lemke, 1997) . On encountering a cue, the learner's trajectory links current learning with prior learning. Prior learning was described using trajectory dimensions-broad descriptions of the nature of the prior learning-that fell into a number of categories (see Schuh, 1998 , for specific cue types and trajectory dimensions). A second finding was that cues and the resulting relationships between the current learning situation and prior learning were more evident in the student interviews and in a subsequent writing activity than in the classroom environment itself. Instruction in both classrooms was didactic in method, with the teacher asking questions and probing for correct answers. Yet, given that learners have no option but to construct their own unique knowledge, was it possible that the classroom environment and instructional strategy used could hinder knowledge construction? Alternatively, are there instructional environments that better support this process? In the present study, I address these questions by considering the degree to which learner-centered pedagogy (Lambert & McCombs, 1998; McCombs, 1997; Wagner & McCombs, 1995) is present in three classroom environments and the nature of the students' knowledge-construction efforts in each of those environments.
Learner-Centered Instruction
In a teacher-centered model of instruction, the instructor's role is seen as imparting knowledge to students, and instruction proceeds from the instructor's point of view (Wagner & McCombs, 1995) . The teacher decides for the learner what is required from outside the learner by defining characteristics of instruction, curriculum, assessment, and management (Wagner & McCombs, 1995) . Instruction is the activity in which the information (i.e., knowledge, skills, attitudes, values, etc.) is moved into the learner (Bonk & Cunningham, 1998; Duffy & Cunningham, 1996; Kember & Gow, 1994) .
In contrast, learner-centered instruction (LCI) fosters opportunities for learners to draw on their own experiences and interpretations (McCombs, 1997; Wagner & McCombs, 1995) and aligns with the constructivist perspective (Wagner & McCombs, 1995) . LCI proposes that teachers need to understand the learner's perspective and must support capacities already existing in the learner to accomplish desired learning outcomes. Learning goals are then achieved by active collaboration between the teacher and learners who together determine what learning means and how it can be enhanced within each individual learner by drawing on the learner's own unique talents, capacities, and experiences (McCombs, 1997) .
Learner-Centered Psychological Principles (American Psychological Association Task Force on Psychology in Education, 1993) , based on previous research on teaching and learning (Alexander & Murphy, 1998) , provide a framework for LCI and acknowledge the uniqueness of each individual's prior learning as an important factor in learning. The principles are factors that influence all learners both inside and outside of the classroom and provide an integrated perspective of learning, with a holistic view of the learner. Although these principles appear broad and eclectic, leaving a number of questions about the nature of knowledge unanswered (Bonk & Cunningham, 1998) , the notion of LCI provides one dimension along which classrooms can be differentiated with respect to the role of a child's personal experience and knowledge.
Purpose of Study
Given 3 sixth-grade classrooms that differ in degree of learner centeredness as determined by student perceptions, what is the nature and occurrence of learners' links to prior learning? Further, what characteristics of the classroom environment are associated with the learners' use of these links to construct new knowledge?
Methodology
An instrumental collective case study provided a methodological framework for data collection. An instrumental case study focuses on gaining an understanding of an issue or phenomenon (Stake, 1995) , with the case (cases, in this instance) being instrumental to the understanding. In this study, the phenomenon of interest were called KCLs and were operationalized as instances where the student (or teacher) drew on or linked prior learning to the information studied in the classroom.
To illuminate understanding of this particular knowledgeconstruction phenomenon within classrooms that differed in learner centeredness, I needed to understand each individual case in its own right. As a collective case study, each participating classroom was "a specific, a complex functioning thing" (Stake, 1995, p. 2) as well as each individually being a bounded system (Creswell, 1998; Stake, 1995) . Although the individual cases studied were secondary to understanding the phenomenon in question, they provided avenues from which to understand this particular aspect of the knowledge-construction process.
Participants and Sites
Six sixth-grade classrooms (134 students) in four schools located in three midwestern communities were selected using a convenience sample to complete the Learner-Centered Battery (LCB; McCombs, Lauer, & Peralez, 1997) . As an instrumental case study, it was important that the participating classrooms illuminate the phenomenon (Stake, 1995) . Therefore, the LCB was used to choose classrooms that differed from one another, along with initial observations and discussions with teachers. See Table  1 for the results of four LCB subscales from the three selected classrooms. Scores in the LCB ranged from 1 to 4, indicating low to high agreement with a belief statement or a low to high frequency of teaching behavior exhibited in the classroom.
Mrs. Chambers' 1 class (24 students) was chosen as the most traditional classroom (i.e., the lowest learner-centered characteristics) in the study. Mrs. Chambers' school (student population of 770) was located in a suburb of a large midwestern city. Table 1 also includes a discrepancy score (student score minus teacher score) for the LCB. An ideal discrepancy score is 0 or a low positive number indicating that the students' perception "either matches or [is] higher than that of the teacher and that the teacher is attuned to students' needs" (McCombs et al., 1997, Feedback section) . The large discrepancy score for this class also made it an interesting candidate for study.
Mr. Jackson's class (24 students) represented the middle classroom for this study, bordering the "most preferred score" for the LCB subscales. The most preferred score is based on the validation samples for the LCB, creating a boundary above which a classroom may be described as learner centered . This class had a small discrepancy between the teacher and the students' scores. Mrs. Schneider's class (26 students) was selected as the most learner-centered class, with small discrepancy scores. Mr. Jackson's and Mrs. Schneider's classrooms were in different schools in the same small midwestern city (student populations of 430 and 596, respectively).
Mrs. Schneider's classroom was a classroom for gifted students. Initially, this was a concern, because of the possibility that the students may have developed better skills at integrating information and more experience on which to draw in particular domains.
When I first spoke with Mrs. Schneider about the possibility of her classroom participating in the study, she stated that her students were not different and that there were a variety of students in her classroom. In fact, there were a number of special-needs students in the class as well (personal communication, February 17, 1999) . Given this, I included Mrs. Schneider's classroom in the study and compared a specific group of KCLs across classrooms to ensure similarity. Identifying learners' unique knowledge and experiences that may emerge in classrooms requires a deliberately nonstandardized method that allows for individual variation among students (Ginsburg, 1997) . Observation, interviews, and an open-ended writing activity allowed for this variation.
Data Collection
Data were collected through a variety of sources, allowing for opportunities to explore KCLs in these classrooms and the context in which they were embedded. Each of the three selected classrooms was observed during a unit in a particular subject area that was mutually determined by the classroom teacher and me (see Table 2 ). Units were chosen because they provided a naturally occurring treatment within a classroom (Alton- Lee & Nuthall, 1992a) .
Observation
The number of observation times in each classroom varied, depending on the length of the unit. I observed each 60-min lesson in a unit on biomes in Mrs. Chambers' classroom and all but one 30-min lesson in the unit on the Roman Empire in Mr. Jackson's classroom. Mrs. Schneider integrated subjects as the topics allowed and did not strictly adhere to a schedule of distinct class times from day to day. For example, on Tuesdays the formal schedule stated that from 9:15 a.m. until 11:00 a.m., social studies, literature, and language arts were covered. Because of the length of the unit in Mrs. Schneider's classroom compared with the other two classrooms, not all class sessions in which students worked on the Middle Ages unit were observed. Times were chosen to span the entire unit, with an intense focus in the middle of the unit, when students were most involved in the learning, rather than performance phases of the unit.
Although the observations were videotaped, notes typed during the observation sessions were the primary source of observation data. The videotape was used for additional information and to ensure trustworthiness as needed. During the observation, I was a passive participant (Spradley, 1980) and did not initiate contact with the students, allowing the teacher and classroom to function in their normal routine. The nature of the observation was primarily a focused observation (Gall, Borg, & Gall, 1996) in that I sought indications of learners' experiences while also trying to capture the flavor of the classroom, as evidenced by student activity and classroom interactions. Thus, any narrative excerpts should not be treated as verbatim transcripts of the classroom dialog but indicative of the nature of the interaction and activity, with a shell of conversation that was often further detailed through the student interviews and researcher interpretation. The student interviews provided a means to triangulate data and gain the students' perspectives on their comments.
Student Interviews
Generally, 1 student in the class was interviewed following each observation session. Students were selected for these semistructured interviews in one of two ways. If a student said something that appeared to be a link to prior learning during the observation time, that student was selected for an interview. If no comment was identified during the observation period, a student was either randomly chosen or selected by an ad hoc decision based on the particular classroom circumstances that day. For example, students worked in groups of 3 in Mrs. Chambers' classroom. I generally observed only one group during the class time, thus limiting the interview choice to those 3 children. These interviews generally lasted less than 15 min, were audiotaped for later transcription, and were guided by the following protocol:
During class you were studying _____. Tell me about that.
During your lesson you brought up something about ____. What made you think of that?
At times when we're in class and learning about something, other things will pop into our heads. They might be about the class, or about another class, or something in school, or be nothing about school at all. I was wondering if anything popped into your head during class.
One variation in this protocol occurred in Mrs. Chambers' classroom. Students appeared to have little recall of the information about their biome and were better able to describe what their group had done so far. Asking the student about his or her group's progress before the first question in the protocol better prepared the student to address the content-related question. Following each question, the interview followed from the child's point of view, allowing the child to discuss the topics in any manner chosen.
Early in the data-collection process for each classroom, two videotaped sessions of each classroom were reviewed by another researcher (class observations with student interviews) to ensure that appropriate students were selected for the interviews and to ensure that students were not led to particular responses during the interview. This check also ensured that the comments that were pursued were generally clear and striking within the context of the observation.
Whole-Class Writing Activity
At the end of the unit, each class, including the teacher, participated in a writing activity. This writing activity was based on the unit that the students had just completed and lasted between 30 and 45 min. In this activity, the students began by writing about the unit topic (biomes, Roman Empire, Middle Ages). They were told that if what they were writing happened to remind them of something else, they should follow that topic and write about that, continuing the process of following leads (e.g., "That reminds me of ___ because ___.").
Other Data Gathered
Additional data were gathered in a teacher interview after I had completed all other data collection in his or her classroom. These interviews provided a means to develop a more complete description of the classroom, clarifying classroom activities and addressing questions about particular students or comments that had occurred during interviews or in the classroom. Information was also gathered about the teacher's background, classroom strategies, and the intended unit objective. School demographics and other information were provided by the principal.
Analysis The Process
In an instrumental case study, "the need for categorical data and measurement is greater" (Stake, 1995, p. 77) than case studies in general. Further, "the nature of the study, the focus of the research questions, [and] the curiosities of the researcher pretty well determine what analytic strategies should be followed" (Stake, 1995, p. 77) . The analysis process began with the first day of data collection and the identification of the first KCL. To begin the formal analysis process following data collection, a second researcher and I independently reviewed the data. After our individual reviews, we compared our perceptions of the classroom and considered how these could move to broader themes (rather than specific features) that could be used for the analysis. The following questions were jointly developed as a framework around which to understand the KCLs and guided the analysis: (a) What was the immediate context around the link? What happened before the link? Did the student preface the link? What characterized the learning environment at that moment? (b) What prompted the link (i.e., what was the cue)? (c) What was the character of the tangent that was followed (i.e., the nature of the trajectory that integrated the learner's experience)? (d) What happened after the link occurred? (e) How was the learning environment broadly characterized on a daily basis in terms of the teacher's role, the classroom dialog, and the nature of learning? Cues and trajectories derived from an earlier study (Schuh, 1998 (Schuh, , 1999 were used as a starting point for analysis and evolved to capture new characteristics that emerged in this data set. Data gathered in this study expanded and clarified the prior cue types and trajectory dimensions, rather than replacing them.
Ensuring Trustworthiness
The analysis process involved the second researcher reviewing 45% of the entire data set as a means to enhance trustworthiness and strengthen development of the categories used for coding. In this process, an initial stratified sample of 10% of the data was individually analyzed and then compared. When we had not identified the same cue types and trajectory dimensions of a KCL, our coding generally overlapped. The process was then to provide justification to one another that the additional coding was viable or not. Generally, the result was a more richly described KCL and a better understanding of the classroom environment in which it occurred. Then, another 20% of the data was individually analyzed and compared to ensure use of the categories, to foster their further development, and to continue to develop shared understanding. Finally, a remaining 15% was reviewed by the second researcher. These data were not compared until I had analyzed the rest of the data set, thus providing a means to check for on-going adherence to the coding scheme throughout the process.
In addition to the investigator triangulation described previously, data were triangulated by data source seeking whether a phenomenon stays the same "at other times, in other spaces, or as persons interact differently" (Stake, 1995, p. 112) . Data forms included observation, writing, and interview (different interaction) in the different classrooms (different spaces) and gathered across a classroom unit (different times). As is typical, methodological triangulation through observation, interview, writing, and document data provided a variety of means to capture thorough explanations of a particular KCL, the nature of the classroom, and the phenomenon as a whole. Teachers were given the opportunity to review the data gathered in their classrooms as well as the interpreted data for the three classrooms in a member check process where teachers were asked to review the accuracy and interpretation of the data (Stake, 1995) .
Results
In the Results section, I will first individually describe each classroom, focusing on how learning may be conceptualized for that particular group, the teacher role (as constructor of the environment), and the dialogue in the classroom (students' opportunity to share connections). Then, I identify the themes and points of interest in the categories used to understand knowledge construction in these classrooms as operationalized in this study. These include KCLs, cue types and trajectory dimensions, a particularly telling cue and trajectory dimension combination, and response to the phenomenon.
The Learning Context of Mrs. Chambers' Classroom
The students in Mrs. Chambers' class were observed during a 2-week unit on biomes. In this unit, the students worked on group presentations, the 24 students divided to cover the eight biomes that they would teach everyone in the class. Students in Mrs. Chambers' classroom did not view the classroom as being learner centered, as indicated on the LCB. The four student means for variables relating to perception of classroom practices were below the most preferred score, which indicated the boundary for learner centeredness. But a group of scores provides little in describing what the classroom was like, that is, why it may or may not be perceived as being learner centered.
The typical nature of learning in this classroom was clarified early on in the observations when the unit was introduced. "Can you do other things besides read out of the book?" a student asked about what could be done in the presentation. In that first session, Mrs. Chambers told them, "Don't read out of the book. You can't make it too long. The encyclopedia will have some facts" (observation, March 15, 1999) . Although the students had worked in pairs on an owl pellet project and had done a book presentation earlier in the year, they had not done a formal group project. Typically, science consisted of question-and-answer sessions where Mrs. Chambers read from the book and called on students for responses, and students completed pages in the book. Amy, age 11, described the typical science class, "Sometimes she teaches them fun, but mostly it's boring, just reading out of the book" (interview, March 17, 1999) . Wendy, age 12, also described a typical lesson in her interview, "She [Mrs. Chambers] mostly like, goes, like we do one lesson and she talks about it and she asks us questions and sometimes she just calls on people." Wendy also commented that the class was sometimes boring. During those times she would "kind of lay down on [her] desk" (interview, March 17, 1999) .
In this class, information was provided, and it was not always provided in a very compelling manner. Throughout the year, the students seemed to have learned to adapt and had strategies for dealing with the monologues of information. I observed students with their heads on their desks as Mrs. Chambers talked-unusual in that some did not use their arms as a cushion between the desktop and their head-the side of the head flattened on the desk.
Although the students were to develop presentations to teach the rest of the class about the biomes, structured guidelines were provided on what to include in the presentation, with the students filling in the content. For example, Mrs. Chambers described what to include in their presentations and recommendations of how to do so:
Some are in your books, some are not. Plants: what grows there and why do they grow there? In some biomes, we have short plants, some tall, some we have trees, some we have evergreen trees. Same with animals, why are the animals there? . . . How much of the earth does your biome cover? One of them covers a large amount of the earth. You might want to draw a mountain and show where the different biomes cut off. (observation, March 15, 1999) Mrs. Chambers provided students with information from sources of which she approved, in that she found the information, announced it, and then passed it on to students. "Could I have your attention for a minute," Mrs. Chambers announced. She was holding an encyclopedia with a picture of the biomes in it. "Probably you haven't seen this." Mrs. Chambers was standing near Brandon so he took the encyclopedia and looked at it. "We could show this at the end [of our presentation]," he said. (observation, March 22, 1999) Mrs. Chambers readily accepted the role of information provider when asked. In the following excerpt, notice how this played out, although the student did try to challenge her: "I have a question," a student said as he got out his study guide. "What are the two things about climate?" "Altitude and latitude," Mrs. Chambers said.
"We put temperature and precipitation." "I looked on the test, it's not even on there," Mrs. Chambers said. "But think of the climate and going through things [through distance]." "We had habitat and location," another student offered.
Mrs. Chambers decided that location was latitude and habitat was determined by the climate. "Do you know the difference between producer and consumer?" she asked.
A student answered her question and asked another. "Could a decomposer be a producer and a consumer? It gets its energy from the sun and the animal it decomposes." At first Mrs. Chambers said yes, then she said she didn't know. She started looking through the book. "Be sure to look at how people affect communities. I don't know if I put that on there," she mentioned about the study guide. She also mentioned EPA, another topic that might be on the test. "I forgot what you asked," she asked the boy.
He repeated his question. She continued looking through her book, reading some of it aloud and some to herself. The students sat quietly. 430 SCHUH "I'd say no. They are consumers. It doesn't say anything about direct energy from the sun." "They do get their energy both ways," the student challenged.
"Not from the sun," she corrected.
"Not directly," the student agreed. (observation, March 25, 1999) This authority role also occurred during a question-and-answer session during a group presentation for the grasslands biome:
"How high does the grass grow?" a student in the class asked to the student presenters.
"Tall but not taller than people" was the answer.
Mrs. Chambers tried to convince them that the animals would eat the grass off, so the girl in the group changed the answer that she'd given the student. They continued talking about the grass and fires.
"Isn't that what happened on The Lion King? The grass started on fire," William asked.
"What were the two types of grasslands?" Mrs. Chambers asked.
"I thought you said that grasslands were cut down by people," a student asked.
"No, by animals," the student presenters said.
"Is there any in United States at all?" Mrs. Chambers asked.
"A little," they said.
"They probably build houses there," Mrs. Chambers added. (observation, March 24, 1999) There were no power struggles as to who held the "right" knowledge; it was Mrs. Chambers and the sources that she helped interpret. The previous excerpts about the grasslands and about decomposers being producers and consumers were indicators of this.
Students gathered information and pictures, seeking correct answers within an outline that the teacher had specified. Questions asked of the teacher focused on performance issues, rather than learning issues. With the exception of the decomposer example given previously, questions directed to Mrs. Chambers' in wholeclass discussion related to the logistics for the presentation, who could use the computer, and who could go to the library. By the end of the unit, the presentation seemed to be secondary, and the role of the information provider (or perhaps a coordinator) reemerged. As Mrs. Chambers described the study guide she provided to the students, she added "This has lots and lots of help. If you can do this and answer the questions in the book, you'll be OK because this is a really good study guide."
The lunch menu for April was handed out as well. "This is really excellent, even if I did make it," she added about the study guide.
"On Thursday you can get together and question one another. I don't think there's going to be enough," she said about the handouts. Mrs. Chambers answered and made sure that they had handouts. (observation, March 23, 1999) The dialogue in Mrs. Chambers' class was captured in two different contexts, those in which the teacher was present and facilitating the conversation and those that were a small group of students. In the whole class, the dialogue was convergent, including reviews of prior learning. There was open dialogue in terms of the requirements of the project, Mrs. Chambers addressing each student's question about what should be done. The dialogue in the small groups varied depending on the group members. Generally the collaboration was in finding the appropriate information but also at times to develop an understanding of the information once something interesting was uncovered.
Mrs. Chambers' perception of classroom practices was much different than her students. Mrs. Chambers stated in her interview that her job was to facilitate when necessary, with the goal of the biome project to have the students learn the content but also learn to work together. However, given this goal, the focus of the learning communicated to the children was initially on the presentation and what to include and, later, on learning the content for a recallϪrecognition test. This type of inconsistency is consistent with the large LCB discrepancy score for this classroom. During the presentations, students played the role of the teacher. Although they tried to include a variety of "interesting" aspects in their presentations, their instructional strategy was that of information providers. Therefore, actually learning for the test required a good review sheet, time studying the book, and extra review time. Overall, learning in the classroom was an information transmission process (where Mrs. Chambers or the students were in the teacher role), with information taken from sources (generally used without evaluation as long as it fit the model for the presentation), thus aligning with a teacher-centered model.
The focus of this research, understanding a particular type of KCL, allowed me to highlight only part of the data set and limited what I have reported here. Overall, my interpretation of Mrs. Chambers' classroom was that the students and Mrs. Chambers had developed a type of allied relationship. They were loyal to one another, and the students did enjoy and like Mrs. Chambers. Mrs. Chambers genuinely cared for the children in her classroom.
The Learning Context of Mr. Jackson's Classroom
I observed Mr. Jackson's class eight times during a social studies unit on the Roman Empire. The unit spanned a 2.5-week period. The class did not meet every day because of testing and other interruptions. Mr. Jackson's students perceived their classroom to be more learner centered than Mrs. Chambers' students perceived their classroom. Mr. Jackson saw his classroom similar to how his students did, as indicated by the small LCB discrepancy scores.
Mr. Jackson shared that although his instructional methods may vary by subject or across years, he considered himself to be a textbook-led teacher:
[A]s far as being a textbook-led teacher, I would say that I am textbook led. I know some teachers that never use textbooks, and I couldn't do that. I don't think I'm smart enough to do that. So, I usually use textbooks and start out and then as the class develops if they allow you, then you can leave the textbook and do fun things and interesting things if they allow you to, but if they don't, you can't. (interview, May 3, 1999) This view placed the textbook as an information authority in the classroom, with learning being the extraction of the correct notes from the source. Mr. Jackson stated that the objective of the unit on the Roman Empire was to reinforce note-taking skills. The assess-ment, a traditional objective test, implied that good note taking might be reflected in a good score. Thus, capturing the correct information was the goal.
Mr. Jackson's role was as a model for extracting information. Just as he expected of the students, he had a set of notes developed from the textbook. The process of learning was capturing the right notes, with Mr. Jackson as the moderator. The following example captures the typical structure of the lessons:
After Chuck finished reading, Mr. Jackson asked, "What's on that page that we should copy down in our notes?" "The main idea," a student said.
Mr. Jackson summarized the main idea from the page that had just been read.
Chuck shared, "You should write down the key vocabulary and fill it in." "That's an excellent idea, that's exactly what I do, and write down the meanings as you get to them," Mr. Jackson shared in a positive voice. "Rome grows from a city-state to an empire." (observation, April 5, 1999) Thus, Mr. Jackson provided a model of the process in which he wanted the students to engage. Although extracting the correct notes was the goal, he would acknowledge when a student provided a clearer summary than he had. However, he remained the authority on determining the best answer.
Mr. Jackson read through the three vocabulary words that they'd covered so far and repeated their definitions. "Turn the page, there are a few more: crucifixion."
He called on a student, saying that he has four words.
"Roman method of execution," a boy said and then added, "I was going to say 'A Roman method of execution.'" Mr. Jackson commented that it would make it too long. "Resurrection, six words will answer it."
A student started, "Christian holiday of Easter."
Mr. Jackson called on another student to try. "I have a different one, but I think what you are looking for is 'rises from the dead,'" a girl said. "That's not what I had," Mr. Jackson said, and they discuss it. She said where she found it in the book. Mr. Jackson decided that he liked her definition better than his, sharing with the students that he had written "rose to heaven on clouds" in his notes. "Raises from the dead," he repeats the definition.
A student asked if it should it be "Jesus raises from the dead."
Mr. Jackson decided that that was the best answer. (observation, April 14, 1999) In that same lesson, Mr. Jackson again shares what are considered authority sources in this classroom. Although he had to disregard the source of Marcus's Sunday School link, he later attempted to help Marcus link with the current subject matter in gaining the correct notes:
The first focus question in the lesson was read. "I found five simple statements that I think will answer this," Mr. Jackson explained as he wrote the numbers 1 through 5 on the board. "I know this from Sunday school," Marcus started after he was called on and listed a number of items for "Who was Jesus of Nazareth and what did he believe?," the first focus question.
Mr. Jackson explained, "We all would have ideas based on what we learned in Sunday School, but we can't do that." He referred to a school law class that he'd taken and said that they had to get the answers from the book. "I can't proselytize students, force my ideas on you." Cindy said, "Like the big bang theory."
Copying from the book, Mr. Jackson wrote on the board:
1. Jesus was a carpenter from Nazareth.
"That is from our book so it won't get us in trouble," he commented as he wrote. The final assessment of learning in this classroom was recall and recognition of these correct answers. Although the stated goal of the unit was note taking, it was more specifically note taking (learned through practice and modeling) that led to recall of correct information from an authority source.
Students in Mr. Jackson's classroom knew what to do and when to do it. Lunch was over at 1:00 p.m., and social studies began promptly at 1:00 p.m. Students entered the classroom, took out their books and notebooks, and started. Instruction proceeded until 1:30 p.m., and at that moment students were dismissed to their reading class across the hall. This process captured the nature of the dialogue in the classroom as well. It was controlled, convergent, and purposeful. Information came from acceptable sources (in particular, the textbook), and the teacher provided a model of how to interact with it.
The Look of Learner Centeredness
Given the formal structure of Mr. Jackson's classroom to the casual observer, it may appear to be less learner centered than Mrs. Chambers' classroom. However, the definition of learner centeredness does not insist on a particular instructional format. Rather, it speaks more of acceptance of learners, combining a focus on individual learners with a focus on learning. Although Mr. Jackson constrained individuals' knowledge construction by an informationtransmission format, it did not limit his acceptance and encouragement of the students.
Mr. Jackson and Mrs. Chambers both drew on a teachercentered model in terms of information and learning. The difference between the two classrooms emerged in the continuity of the teaching and the acceptance of the students. Mrs. Chambers' class seemed to have less consistency in goals, as the goal for the biome unit seemed to change. Mr. Jackson's class was well defined, and he was very accepting of students, encouraging them for their efforts. His dialogue was thickly sprinkled with "you're doing fine," "good," and "thank you" in a type of formal warmness.
The Learning Context of Mrs. Schneider's Classroom
As reflected in the LCB scores, Mrs. Schneider's students viewed their classroom as learner centered. Mrs. Schneider's actions and statements about her classroom supported the students' perception. Mrs. Schneider made the following statement about learners:
I guide more than I teach. . . . It should be more self-directed. Because I think our ultimate goal is to teach them to be learners forever and how to find the information and how to produce it because, really, in 10 years it doesn't matter whether they know what the folk tales are from Scotland or what, how many people live in this capital, although I do make them memorize the capitals and be able to locate them on maps and be able to identify geography, rivers, and I make them do that stuff, but I know it's more than a discipline than, and how to find the information. Because I'll give them maps where they have to identify things. 'But it's not, it's not in my geography book.' And I'll say, 'Well, have you checked all the 50 atlases that are sitting on the reference shelf? Have you checked the Internet? Have you checked?' And so until they're checked at least three other things, I won't let them tell me that they don't know. And usually that's my rule for everything else. They have to ask three other people before they ask me anything when they're trying to find information. (interview, June 9, 1999) Her role, she stated, was to "grade papers. More of a record keeper and facilitator than anything else. . . . I try to put the burden of teaching other people on the kids" (interview, June 9, 1999). This statement, rather than being one of a teacher dismissing her duties, actually captures her unique role within the classroom. Students learn from one another. Given that, her role was not as a primary individual from which learning stems but was as an individual who supported the learners as they supported one another-providing feedback and facilitating the learning process.
Mrs. Schneider provided a variety of learning opportunities in her classroom. Student activities included writing an extensive annotated bibliography, reading historical fiction, writing perspective papers, creating a Middle Ages craft item, writing and producing plays about the Middle Ages, participating in a Middle Ages feast, as well as traditional school activities such as reading from a textbook and taking vocabulary tests. Although it was important to understand project parameters, the parameters did not guide the learning; they merely provided a broad boundary of what may be accomplished within a given period of time, providing task-management support. Students were the managers of their learning process, often choosing when, what subject, and with whom to work.
In contrast to the other two classrooms, learning was an open dialogue on all topics. It was not only open but largely divergent, with typically a need for the topic to be adhered to, but the perspectives, sources, and interpretations of the information were open and valued. Self-expression was not only accepted but encouraged. Information and their sources were to be challenged. Mrs. Schneider challenged and was challenged. However, discussion and other activities were implicitly structured in that there were boundaries around the topic, but the boundaries were fuzzy in terms of content. The topic was broad enough by design to encourage exploration.
As a facilitator, Mrs. Schneider guided students to relevant topics, following the students' ideas. When needed, she prompted for links and served as a clarifier, accepting the students' answer or asking for further support. When Mrs. Schneider challenged students' ideas, it was not because their ideas were incorrect but because they were unsupported. In the following excerpt, she asked the student to support his theory. The burden of the argument was on the learner:
Justin commented, "The Mafia was started during in [he corrects himself] Italy during feudalism." "That's the third time you told me that," Mrs. Schneider said.
"But you don't believe me," he answered.
"You have to bring it in and show me," Mrs. Schneider said, asking for evidence. (observation, April 27, 1999) The students also viewed Mrs. Schneider as someone who could be challenged, thus she was not the correct information source. Further, Mrs. Schneider, in contrast to the other 2 teachers, typically refused the role of information provider when asked. She responded in the following excerpts, as she stated in her interview, that the burden of the teaching was on the students: "What's an embroidery?" a boy asked.
"Stitching," a girl answered.
"Genteel women did it, not so much boys. This is a small example," Mrs. Schneider said, holding up the example she had found.
"What about knights?" "You'll have to read to find out," Mrs. Schneider answered. (observation, April 9, 1999) Because students were provided parameters for the projects, Mrs. Schneider was an information giver in a sense, just as Mrs. Chambers was. However, the projects in Mrs. Schneider's class were more open ended in that there was no mention of what to specifically include in terms of content as there had been in Mrs. Chambers' class.
The students in Mrs. Schneider's classroom participated in an environment that was open and divergent in terms of dialogue and acceptance of ideas, yet structured in product. There existed flexible boundaries regarding not only content but time management as well. Learning was synthesizing and understanding information from a variety of sources, all of which could be challenged.
The Phenomenon of Interest: KCLs
The nature of learning, the teacher's role, and the structure for dialogue in the classrooms provide general description of these classrooms. But, what of the comments about The Lion King and Italian hoagies in Mrs. Chambers' classroom, the big bang theory and information from Sunday School in Mr. Jackson's classroom, and references to the Mafia in Mrs. Schneider's classroom? These are examples of KCLs-those instances where students linked current classroom learning with their own prior learning.
KCLs, the phenomena of interest, were identified in the observation, interview, and written artifacts. For this study, these links were operationalized as instances where the student (or teacher) drew on or linked prior learning in their current classroom dialogue. In the students' writing, the links were identified as a change of topic or tangent in the flow of the writing.
The number of KCLs identified in each classroom varied (Table  3) . This is not surprising given the varying amount of time spent in each classroom because of unit length (Table 2) . However, the KCLs identified in the individual interviews and individual writing were not a function of time spent in the classroom. Of note for this study was the percentage of KCLs expressed in front of the teacher versus those appearing in student groups, individual interviews, or individual writing. Over 40% of the KCLs in Mrs. Schneider's classroom were shared overtly with the teacher, whereas in the other two classrooms, less than 13% were in front of the teacher.
Although the classrooms were chosen to differ from one another in degree of learner centeredness at the outset, and I assumed that these differences might be associated with differences in student opportunities to share links that may provide potential meaningful learning, it was methodologically critical that students demonstrate an ability to create these links outside the constraints of the classroom interactions. In other words, were these links something that, in general, most students were able to create given an opportunity, or did they occur only for students in particular learning environments? The writing activity, unmediated by the teacher, provides a means to consider students' ability to produce KCLs when provided the opportunity. There was no significant difference among the three classrooms, F(2, 72) ϭ 0.83, p ϭ .44, in the number of links found in the writing (Mrs. Chambers: M ϭ 2.63, SD ϭ 1.58; Mr. Jackson: M ϭ 2.43, SD ϭ 3.17; Mrs. Schneider: M ϭ 3.23, SD ϭ 1.84). Therefore, when provided with a simple open-ended opportunity reflected in the writing tasks, students did not differ significantly. Further, the focus of the study was not the number of KCLs but the relations between the characteristics of the learning environment and the KCLs that appeared in the environment.
Cues and Trajectories
A KCL has two aspects: a cue and the resulting trajectory dimensions. Cues are the means by which the KCL connects the current learning experience with the learner's own experiences. An initial list of cue types (Schuh, 1998 (Schuh, , 1999 was further clarified on the basis of the emergent characteristics in the current data. Table  4 provides a list of the cue types used in this study.
If we consider the learner's life experience inside and outside of the classroom a trajectory or path, the nature of a trajectory that follows a cue includes interactions between information-content in the current classroom and prior learning to create new learning. A trajectory is a path, and the nature of that trajectory reflects, in part, the nature of the prior learning. These trajectories are described by the trajectory dimensions identifying the type of experience, context, and affect of the prior learning (Schuh, 1998 (Schuh, , 1999 . Table 5 lists the trajectory dimensions used in this study.
Concept Cues
In this study, three cues were particularly useful in further understanding the KCLs in these classrooms: same concept but different context, same concept and same context but different content, and same concept and same context with same content. These cue types were similar to one another in that they captured where students had linked prior learning that was conceptually similar to current content in the classroom. They varied in how closely the links related to the content and the context in which the learner had encountered the prior learning. For this study, the term concept was used broadly and could mean anything that represented a similar "idea." Given this, concepts may be represented by words, by a group of words, by a visual image, or even by a person. Context was also broadly defined in this study. Given that each case in this study was conducted in a particular classroom, studying a particular unit in a particular subject area, a different context was broadly defined as any place or time outside of this classroom.
Same-concept-but-different-context cue. The same-conceptbut-different-context cue was most prevalent in the data. The cue type included a concept that the learner linked to a same or similar concept that had been (or would be) encountered in a different context.
An example of this cue type occurred on my first day with the students in Mrs. Chambers' class. The students in Mrs. Chambers' class had their books open to a map of the world that showed the location of the biomes. "I'm not trying to be funny," Mark, age 12, started, "How come in Green Bay they call it the frozen tundra?" Mrs. Chambers asked him to repeat his question. "Why do they call it a tundra when it isn't?" (observation, March 15, 1999) In his interview, Mark related his experience as a football fan (media and acting experience trajectory dimensions): I prompted him: "You asked something about Green Bay." 
Observation
Teacher mediated a 9 (n ϭ 9) 13 (n ϭ 11) 43 (n ϭ 68) Student mediated b 18 (n ϭ 17) Individual interview 9 (n ϭ 9) 21 (n ϭ 18) 3 (n ϭ 5) Individual writing 64 (n ϭ 62) 66 (n ϭ 56) 54 (n ϭ 84)
Note. Numbers in parentheses represent the number of KCLs identified in the classroom by that data source. a Incidents when the teacher worked with the students in either large or small groups. b Students worked in small groups without the teacher present. "Yeah, in Wisconsin, the Packers, they play football in the Lambeau Field, and it's always cold and snowy there, and they call it the frozen tundra. But, it's not really in the tundra, it's in the grasslands." "Oh, OK, grasslands according to the map that was in your book?" I asked.
"Yeah, I think that was it. Or it was the, I forget what it was, not the grasslands, but the forest that we're in, it's like up around there and then they call it the frozen tundra. I know it's really cold there, but I don't know why they call it that because it's not really the tundra."
"So, what made that pop in your mind?" "I don't know, I just remembered watching the Packers and 49ers game on the wild card playoff and they called it the frozen tundra and it just popped in my mind," he explained. (interview, March 15, 1999) The Lion King example in Mrs. Chambers' classroom and the Big Bang and Sunday School links in Mr. Jackson's classroom were of this cue type as well.
Same-concept-same-context-but-different-content cue. In this cue type, the context remained the same (e.g., same classroom for these students), but the content was different. This cue linked across subject areas when the context was the current school context. This cue type occurred in all three classrooms in small numbers but was most prevalent in Mrs. Schneider's classroom and the writing that students in Mr. Jackson's class produced. The following discussion took place after Mrs. Schneider's students watched a video on the Middle Ages: Two students tried to give answers, but then said they didn't know.
Ellen said, "They have a lot of Vitamin C." "That's important for what?" "You can get really weird diseases," a student said.
Ellen got to continue, "I was going to say what Vitamin C does, when you eat or drink citrus fruits with something with iron in." She went on, explaining the enhancing effects of Vitamin C on iron. (observation, April 16, 1999) Ellen's link between the Middle Ages and the benefits of Vitamin C that she had researched for her independent inquiry project is a same-concept-(Vitamin C in fruit)-and-same-context-(school)-butdifferent-content (science inquiryϪMiddle Ages) cue. Her understanding gained through her science inquiry project offered under- Tiger reminds a student of Tiber, a river the class was studying.
Looks like A stimulus (visual or otherwise) that evokes a visual image (if it was visual or nonvisual); a verbal-textual or physical response (given a visual stimuli).
Seeing that a broken chalkboard compass or a flag could be used as a pointer.
Feels like A cue that elicits a tactile or physical response. Is often paired with a looks-like cue for the tactile responses. Is often affective in nature for the physical response (i.e., I feel like).
The same broken chalkboard compass, once picked up, used as a drum stick.
Is a A stimulus that spawns a particular example of it but does not contain any elaboration (is merely given as an instance).
Serfs are like trees identified as a simile. Describing studying for the test after school with a friend and then going on to describe other things to do after school.
Complex relationships A stimuli in which the cue is an integration of two or more concepts. The concepts within the relationships may be explicitly stated or may be implied.
Integration of stained glass and fighting.
standing of nutrition in the Middle Ages as well, thus linking across subject areas.
Same-concept-same-context-with-same-content cue.
A third type of concept cue emerged as a group of links among topics and resources within subject areas. This cue type links topics within a subject to one to another (i.e., moving from one unit to the next and linking the two units in an integrated sequence). In this study, this cue type linked resource types and activities within a subject area. Eighty percent of this cue type occurred in Mrs. Schneider's classroom. Although the Middle Ages is typically considered a social studies topic, Mrs. Schneider integrated the topic into literature as well. During this unit (as was typical throughout the year), students participated in literature groups. At the beginning of the Middle Ages unit, students chose one of four historical fiction books to read. The small group of students reading each book formed a literature group led by Mrs. Schneider. When the students had a literature meeting, they participated in a discussion of their reading while the rest of the class had work time. In wholeclass discussions on the Middle Ages, students readily called on their literature reading to add to the open dialogue about any number of topics relevant to the Middle Ages.
The following excerpts on Day 9 of the observation in Mrs. Schneider's class showed the students' unprompted willingness to link their literature reading in the large group discussions. Two of the many links are shown:
After the video Mrs. Schneider guided a discussion. "What are reasons to go on a pilgrimage?" "To ask for forgiveness," a student said. "Ask for healing," another added.
"I don't see how someone can take someone else's sins for them," Nicole said.
"You would just have to believe," Mrs. Schneider said. "I just don't get it," Nicole answered.
"In Ramsey, he took the sins of Ramsey with him, in a little packet," a student referred to their literature book. "I didn't get it, a packet?" a student expressed confusion.
. . . "I'm guessing that not everyone fully believed everything," Susan speculated. "There are places where the Bible contradicted itself. But they [monks who found contradictions] couldn't say anything, because they would get killed. I don't think you could say you didn't believe it, you had to follow the church so you couldn't really say that you didn't believe it." "You'd be excommunicated from the church and you would be ostracized," Mrs. Schneider said, explaining what would happen. "In our literature book, Eleanor, if she were alive today, she would probably, she's not as attached to the church as most people are, but then if she was a Christian today I think she would travel around the world today," Nicole repeated her comment from the previous day. (observation, May 5, 1999) Trajectory dimensions coupled with the new learning using these same-concept-same-context-with-same-content cues were generally the same: an acting experience (e.g., the student had read the book) that has taken place in school. However, in the incident where Nicole referred to Eleanor, the trajectory was also an oper- Acting experience Specific activities or events that an individual has personally experienced. Usually contained phrases such as "I did," "I went," and so forth. Episodic knowledge.
"The biome reminds me of when I went to Florida with a friend."
General acting experience
Generalized descriptions of a group of experiences that an individual has had. A particular incident is not identified, but a variety of experiences from which the generalized experience was developed is implied.
"I love the beach. I can get tan and collect shells."
Future experience Descriptions of future experiences that the individual is planning (e.g., "I will . . . ").
"I want to study medieval times when I'm in college." "I have an orthodontist appointment on Monday." Operative experience A conceptual construction that does not have a specific physical or acting experience attached; is not observable. Is often a speculation, analysis, or evaluation of personal perspective and may be based on reflection on general acting experiences.
"In the Middle Ages we have lords and ladies. I thought about how people don't really do much anymore; there's still poor people."
Family Characters that are related to the family and family life. This includes family members as well as pets, neighbors, baby-sitters, and so forth.
"The aqueduct reminds me of my grandma's old swimming pool and whirlpool." Friends Characters in the trajectory who are friends of the individual. Generally does not include classmates who are not denoted as "friends."
"The biome reminds me of when I went to Florida with a friend." School
The context of school. Typically includes classes, classmates, teachers, recess, and lunch.
"When do we get report cards?" Society Beyond his or her personal context that included friends, family, and school to a larger social group: community, country, world.
A comment about the presidential impeachment process.
Media
Currently defined as electronic media including television, video games, movies.
"Is that what happened in The Lion King?"
Affect-emotion An indication of some sense of emotion or feeling about what they were describing. Identified by choice of words ("I like," "I hate," "I love"), descriptions of what is perceived to be an emotional topic (e.g., topics of death, illness, self-esteem, or worth), or characterization of emotions (happiness, sadness, fear, anger, etc.).
"It was wonderful!" (about going to the beach) "I would hate to run 5 miles in gym because the gym teacher is mean."
ative experience, speculating on what Eleanor would be like in today's world. Her ideas for this were prompted by a literature assignment that she had shared nearly a week earlier. In these dialogues, the students were to pretend to be a pilgrim on the journey. 
A Context for Learner Centeredness
Acting experience dimensions, those specific incidents to which a student referred, coupled with school dimensions were a fairly common combination of trajectory dimensions. This pair, in conjunction with the concept cues described previously, emerged in this study as a means to describe differences in the opportunities for knowledge construction in the classrooms. Figure 1 provides a summary of this trajectory and cue combination for each data type and classroom. Recall that the same-concept-but-different-context cues that had school dimensions did not include references to the current school year (i.e., the Big Bang link was in the fourth grade and thus a different context). There were few of these in each classroom. The integration across subjects that could be represented in the same-concept-same-context-but-different-content cue was more prevalent in Mr. Jackson's and Mrs. Schneider's students. However, these occurrences were more likely to be overt in Mrs. Schneider's classroom. The most compelling statement in this figure is the same concept, context, and content links. Although this cue type existed in all three classrooms, when combined with a specific acting experience in school, they were only found in the data set from Mrs. Schneider's classroom. This cue and trajectory combination mirrors the "progression" of learner centeredness among these three classrooms that appeared in the results of the LCB. In the most learner-centered classroom, there were more of this type of link because of the design of the Middle Ages unit, I believe, rather than merely my observing in the classroom more often. The Middle Ages unit provided the students with a variety of different experiences related to the topic. All but one of KCLs linked experiences that were offered as part of the unit. Therefore, this cueϪdimension combination provides one description of the differences for KCLs in the classroom. Responses to the KCLs provide another.
Teacher Responses to KCLs
When a student offers a personal link within a classroom dialogue, that student is responded to by the learning community. And, because of the mutually reciprocating relationship of learner and environment, particular responses to these overt links can change how the learner will come to interact in the classroom. Classroom dialogue was described for each classroom previously, making it easy to speculate which classroom may embrace student links as learning opportunities. Because of the rapid nature of the dialogue in the classes, responses to students' comments were often missed (i.e., the number of responses is far less than the number of links that occurred overtly in the classroom). Reactions that were captured were of five emergent types. The student link was an error, ignored, acknowledged, validated, or integrated. Table 6 provides a summary by classroom.
Errors
The learner's response to a cue that is linked with his or her own prior learning could be treated as an error, particularly if tangential to content being studied. This error indicated that the teacher perceived the learner's contribution as inappropriate at that time, not necessarily that the information shared was incorrect. One such incident occurred during the question-and-answer session at the end of the temperate deciduous forest presentation in Mrs. Chambers' classroom. The student's question was on the content of the prior presentation; yet, it was impossible to know what prompted the student's question at that time. The question was not answered.
The temperate deciduous forest group asked for volunteers to come up and answer questions on their presentation they had just given. Shane and Mark were chosen (both from the tropical rainforest biome). They went to the front of the room.
Brandon asked the class to ask questions of the two "contestants."
"Where is the largest desert?" a student asked.
Mrs. Chambers clarified, "We're on the temperate deciduous forest."
The group asked what was a state in the temperate deciduous forest. Eventually someone said the state in which they lived. (observation, March 24, 1999) 
Ignored
Given limitations of the observation data collection process described previously, it was difficult to tell whether a comment was really ignored or just not captured, in that no response was noted in the data. Although the number of these noted instances was small, they seemed to be the type of things that a teacher would simply choose to ignore, as Mrs. Schneider did when students linked a literature discussion with a current television commercial (thus, a media trajectory dimension).
A girl commented that she liked how the chapters in the book started and gave an example. They talked about the lady in the book and started singing, "Who's that Lady" from the TV commercial. Mrs. Schneider ended the literature meeting, clarifying the assignment for their next meeting. (observation, April 15, 1999) However, there are links that could add to the learning opportunity if they are not ignored. Recall the discussion about the grasslands in Mrs. Chambers' classroom and the relationship of that learning to the movie The Lion King. Drawing on the visual representations in that movie, the students could have engaged in further discussion about the characteristics of grasslands.
Acknowledged
A learner's tangential contribution may be acknowledged by the teacher or other students. In this response, at most, the comment was used to foster understanding in only a limited way. These responses occurred in both Mrs. Chambers' and Mrs. Schneider's classrooms.
In Mrs. Chambers' classroom, a student was prompted during a discussion about the upcoming presentations on the biomes to ask about school pictures because he had the picture money envelope on his desk (different-concept-but-same-context cue). Mrs. Chambers addressed the student's question and then moved on.
Mrs. Schneider responded to her students similarly, addressing the comment or question. In the following example, Mrs. Schneider briefly addresses Tracy's tangential question that followed a same-concept-same-context-but-different-content cue:
"This is sort of off the subject," Tracy started, "is Jackaroo from the Middle Ages?" He was. Jackaroo was a fantasy book that the students had read earlier in the year. The setting, although a fictional land, was like the Middle Ages. Mrs. Schneider told them that she had had them read that book for different reasons, not for information on the Middle Ages. (observation, April 16, 1999) 
Validated
The next level of reaction provided more than a brief acknowledgment. The link was validated as a meaningful part of the current conversation. Tangents were used to add information to the classroom conversation. There were no documented instances of this overtly in the whole-group discussion in Mrs. Chamber's classroom. However, that could be because of the group work that was predominant and the small number of links that appeared overtly.
In Mrs. Schneider's classroom, there were 14 identified incidents of this type of reaction. In the following example, Mrs. Schneider not only validated this student's link related to cheating on exams but allowed her to continue speaking and verbally stated that it was important: "What about the social studies test? We didn't have time to finish," a student said.
Mrs. Schneider's said, "I know things didn't go exactly the way we wanted, but we will work with that." [The day before the students had had a substitute teacher.] She explained about how they would be allowed to fill in answers to finish the test but not change what they had already written.
There was discussion about honesty. A girl suggested that they should Xerox them and gave an example of what happened with her dad. Mrs. Schneider talked more about trust and said that she "trusts that you will follow directions, you can't blame her [the sub] because she was interrupted."
The same girl continued talking about the situation her dad ran into and that he was being accused of being racist. Another student asked what was the point to the girl's comment. Mrs. Schneider supported the girl who was sharing, saying that it was important. (observation, April 27, 1999) There were a small number of these response types in Mr. Jackson's classroom. In one incident, a student had brought up the idea of the Olympics, tying it to the gladiator of the Roman Empire. Mr. Jackson added to the idea, therefore not only acknowledging it but indicating it was a valid idea before stressing that gladiators were entertainment. Note. Numbers in parentheses represent the number of that type of trajectory response that occurred in that classroom.
Integrated
It was difficult at times to distinguish this final response type from the response that validated the link. With integration, or theory building, the learners' efforts were not only valid but were used in such a way to gain new understanding. This response was used where the teacher supported the students by using a personal link in an extended way to promote understanding for that learner and the class.
Mr. Jackson's response to Marcus who shared information from Sunday School was the only response of this type in his classroom. These types of acknowledgements were most common in Mrs. Schneider's class. The link that Ellen made between her inquiry project and the Middle Ages and the role of Vitamin C developed into an involved dialogue about the topic. In the following excerpt, Mrs. Schneider challenged students' ideas or theories. Thus, theory building also included defending theories:
"He [Henry Platnogenet II] was challenging the authority of God. He eventually married Eleanor of Aquataine, their offspring were Richard the Lion Hearted," Mrs. Schneider said.
A student interjected that he went on the Crusades. Other people were mentioned and identified as not being Henry's offspring. "Who's the main guy in Robin Hood?" a student asked. John, the character, was identified as another offspring.
"What is he famous for?" the teacher asked.
"He was putting really high taxes and people couldn't kill animals in his forest." "He also developed Magna Carta," Mrs. Schneider added. "Because it became ours," a student shared. Mrs. Schneider clarified that it became the basis for the English system, which then became the basis for ours.
A girl returned to the topic of Robin Hood, reading from a book and describing him.
I noted that Mrs. Schneider did not say that Robin Hood did not exist but raised the question. "There's a lot of theories about it," Mrs. Schneider commented. (observation, April 16, 1999) When considering the types of responses in each classroom, again, one finds there is a mirror of the LCB results (see Table 6 ). In the least learner-centered class there were only lower levels of acceptance. All types of responses appeared in Mrs. Schneider's classroom, perhaps indicating the ability to adapt her response to the situation and comment.
The responses in Mr. Jackson's class may reflect the control and structure of his classroom. Students were aware of what they were to do and what was appropriate. Because the study occurred near the end of the school year, we can assume that the students had adjusted to the classroom environment and knew what were appropriate comments (from the teacher's perspective) and generally did not offer those that were not. Given that the students in these three classes had been in their classroom environment for nearly a year, they had perhaps grown to anticipate their teachers' reactions to tangential comments and questions. Thus, when comments were made in Mr. Jackson's classroom, they were validated because they had likely been censored by the students themselves.
I had asked Mr. Jackson what his comment would be to an off track-question. He paused before answering, "I'll tell them we're having math right now, could you ask me that during recess. That's the not the topic at this point" (interview, May 3, 1999) . On the first day of my observation in Mr. Jackson's class, a student link was responded to as an error just as he indicated. The student had asked about accepting maps for an assignment, and Mr. Jackson stated that they would talk about that another day, which he did. The students apparently had an understanding of what was off track and that they should not bring up the points. Cindy, age 12, commented when asked what popped in her mind during the lesson on Christianity in the Roman Empire:
Mostly when we would talk about Jesus and stuff a lot of things, like when they were talking about, um, Joseph and Mary, it popped in my head that Mary had a virgin birth and it wasn't really Joseph's but that's kind of like getting into the whole Bible so I didn't really say anything about it because we'd get off track. And, like other things when they would talk about when he crucified and he floated on a cloud to heaven, I would think about how they actually buried him inside a cave and put a boulder over it and he still rose from there, but I didn't raise my hand because it's off the subject. (interview, Mr. Jackson's classroom, April 14, 1999) Again, the response to the links provides another piece in understanding the KCLs in these classrooms.
The Classroom Context and KCLs
Students in Mrs. Chambers' classroom experienced a teachercentered model, with Mrs. Chambers providing structure for projects that were student developed but had to contain specific information. The dialogue in the class was fairly open in that it was not always content related but was very convergent in that there were correct answers and a source for the correct answers. Learning was classroom activity that was guided largely by performance goals, with content learning reserved for the review and test based on recall and recognition of specific content.
Any of several features of Mrs. Chambers' classroom environment might account for the low number of KCLs observed. Two features in particular seem promising candidates to explain the paucity of KCLs. First, the focus of the students was largely on performance goals (developing the presentation rather than understanding the content to be presented). During large group discussion, dialogue centered around performance issue topics. Second, when tangential trajectories did occur, they were not used as a source of further learning but were either ignored or treated as errors by Mrs. Chambers. Although overt links in the teachermediated environment were limited, students were capable of synthesizing information (although they more often merely gathered information) and using KCLs to enhance their understanding.
Students in Mr. Jackson's classroom experienced a learnercentered environment in that Mr. Jackson was consistent, encouraging, and accepting. As the end of the year approached, students knew what was expected of them, as the class was predictable and controlled. Yet, dialogue was closed and convergent in that the conversation related specifically to the content and correct answers (or set of notes) that were sought, aligning with a teacher-centered instructional model. Learning was the process of retrieving this correct information from the source and then producing it later through recall and recognition.
Although more learner centered in terms of student acceptance, instructionally this classroom followed a teacher-centered model, with the textbook as a single source of authority on content. I hypothesize that the nature of the classroom, although accepting of students, did not foster the use of prior learning with the new information being presented. In fact, links seemed to be censored first by the students, in that few were expressed and those that were made were generally appropriate. It was clear in the class that a goal was to stay on track.
Students in Mrs. Schneider's class experienced opportunities and encouragement to synthesize, evaluate, and share. The dialogue was open and divergent; acceptance was achieved for a variety of ideas that expanded from the subject area and were woven with it to enhance understanding. Learning was understanding information that came from a variety of sources, that was challenged and then synthesized. Learning was also a process of sharing, not only in sharing information to develop that understanding but in the sharing of understandings so that others had opportunities to understand as well.
Students in the learning environment that Mrs. Schneider had constructed integrated a remarkable amount of prior learning into their ongoing learning about the Middle Ages. In addition to accepting students' efforts to link new material with existing learning, the teacher also provided opportunities from which the students could draw as experiences. This classroom, the most learner centered in the study, seemed to foster the knowledgeconstruction process in a way that aligned with the definition of constructivism.
Discussion
This study explored knowledge construction as it occurred in three classrooms that had been selected to participate because of differences in learner centeredness. Descriptions of the knowledge-construction process and its component parts are largely unexplored (Bonk & Cunningham, 1998; Noddings, 1998; Novak, 1998) . Data-gathering methods were used that allowed for differences in individuals and that acknowledged that learners may link viable personal interpretations of the new content learned, including idiosyncratic comments and questions.
In this study, cues and trajectory dimensions were used to describe the nature of the KCLs that existed for the children. A variety of KCLs were found in each of the classrooms, and generally, all students in the study were capable of making links, as exhibited by a writing activity that the students completed. Yet, this process appeared to not be fostered and may actually have been discouraged in some of these classrooms. In the two classrooms that were the least learner centered, links were less likely to be overt when the teacher led the class (rather than group work). The teacher of the least learner-centered classroom did not use the students' trajectories as a valid part of the learning experience and was more likely to ignore a trajectory or treat it as an error. In the classroom that approached learner centeredness on the LCB, it seemed that the students had learned what types of links were appropriate to express in class, given that fewer overt trajectories were expressed and statements were made by both students and the teacher that indicated that it was not appropriate to go off track.
Although this classroom aligned in instructional strategy and learning theory with a more teacher-centered, informationtransmission model, the teacher encouraged and accepted the students, thus accounting for a degree of learner centeredness without use of instructional strategies that are typically aligned with LCI. Both of these classrooms were teacher centered in that there were authority sources for information as well as proper means to interact with the information. Content learning was assessed through recall and recognition. Thus, the potential for overt links seemed limited and was perhaps suppressed by both the teacher and the students.
More trajectories were shared overtly in the most learnercentered classroom. In this classroom, the links were encouraged and accepted by open and divergent dialogue. When students shared their own tangential comments, the teacher accepted the comments. Students were also provided with new experiences within the classroom environment on which they could draw in this process. This was shown by identification of same-conceptsame-context-with-same-content cue coupled with an acting experience and school trajectory dimensions that existed overtly only in the most learner-centered classroom. These opportunities to link within the subject area existed through design in that the teacher provided a variety of opportunities to interact with sources on which students could draw in later discussions and learning activities about the content. Thus, the instructional environment provided opportunities so that students had experiences that they could link. Given that understanding is indexed by experience (Honebein, Duffy, & Fishman, 1993) , having related experiences seems critical.
KCLs to Promote Learning
Achievement was not assessed in this study. Given that the units studied and the goals of the three classrooms were different, comparison of learners' achievement among the classrooms was impossible. Yet, one can speculate about the student KCLs in these classrooms and hypothesize about how they may foster or hinder learning and retention of students.
An examination of the cue types indicates that some may prompt links for students between what they know and what they are encountering that will enhance their understanding of the concepts being learned; others may not. Further, some cues may be more helpful in certain disciplines. For example, the sounds-like cue in which one thing sounds like another may be helpful in language learning and music but may be a mode of distraction for students in a social studies class. If one considers the cue types as a sequence of simple to complex, a goal would be to move students along this progression by fostering knowledge construction based on more and more sophisticated cues. This is precisely what is done when students were called on to use higher order thinking skills and when students were asked to write prospective papers, as Mrs. Schneider's students were. This also indicates that the teacher needs some general knowledge of what experiences students may bring with them that could enhance understanding of new concepts. In other words, will students bring with them enough life and school experience so that a same-concept-but-differentcontext cue provides a link between prior and current knowledge that is helpful rather than distracting?
Mrs. Schneider circumvented this need through curricular design by providing open-ended learning opportunities in which including personal knowledge was appropriate. There were a number of the students in the class who had unique knowledge that would enhance understanding of the Middle Ages (recall Justin and the Mafia-he had been born in Europe and thus had potential personal links to the countries through which they studied the Middle Ages). But many students likely did not have these rich experiences. Mrs. Schneider addressed this by providing opportunities for these experiences through literature books and then by allowing the relationships between aspects of the books and the other learning opportunities in the class to be integrated by the students. Although all students may not share the same experience in these classroom activities, they provide an anchor, in a way, through which students may share information with each other (Grabinger, 1996) . This variety of experiences and number of ways to view a topic provide for generative learning that allows for deeper understanding and longer retention (Morrison, Ross, & Kemp, 2001) .
Many cues can be distracters and have little potential value in fostering learning and retention in that the personally woven trajectories that follow are too tangential to the content or too personal to be viable in a learning setting. The responses of the teachers to expressed tangential trajectories following a cue provides a means by which students may develop self-regulation skills and begin to determine useful links. Teachers reinforce this appropriateness not only by their responses (as noted in this study by the five levels of responses) to the students but also by their own modeling of use of personal links and by the very structure of the classroom. Recall Cindy's decision not to share the comment about the biblical details about the resurrection in Mr. Jackson's class. She had developed some self-regulatory ability based on the culture of the classroom. Consider the feedback that is necessary for a student to develop skills in which self-regulation for sharing tangential information is based on the content itself rather than merely on a closed classroom culture. Mrs. Schneider used all levels of response to students' tangential comments, thus providing a means for students to develop self-regulation skills through informative feedback. The result in the classroom was a variety of comments, the majority of which were related to the content and helpful to the individual and group learning process.
Of course, including seemingly tangential information in learning is not without its drawbacks in the classroom. Consider Nicole's, age 12, reason for adding the discussion about hate in the Bible to her literature paper. As she stated in her interview, "It really didn't have much to do with the book, but I just figured I'd put it in to make it longer" (interview, Mrs. Schneider's class, April 29, 1999). Thus, adding links was a means to fulfill a writing requirement. However, when asked to describe the links, Nicole's were well thought out, rather than just an arbitrary way of making the paper longer.
Theory Into Practice
From any philosophical perspective (e.g., constructivism, cognitivism, behaviorism), there are a variety of strategies that may be used, and these strategies are generally not confined to a single perspective. In other words, while an instructional strategy may typically be aligned with one theoretical perspective, it need not be so. For example, lecture can be a viable instructional strategy from many theoretical perspectives. Of importance is why and how that strategy is selected as a viable way for a particular group of learners to gain and understand information at a particular time (Duffy & Cunningham, 1996; Savery & Duffy, 1996) . For example, whereas the perception of Mr. Jackson's classroom approaches learner centeredness, his pedagogy drew heavily on strategies more typically aligned with teacher-centered instruction.
LCI posits that KCLs should be fostered in a way that is most appropriate for a particular learner. This may mean directed or guided learning opportunities as well as the opportunities for the spontaneous links that were captured in this study. Although not clearly represented in the portion of the data reported here, Mrs. Schneider also had students complete vocabulary tests and other more traditional assessments of learning. As noted, Mrs. Chambers used a collaborative learning process for her learners. It is not these strategies in and of themselves that provide the means for useful and viable links. It is how and why these strategies are used within the classroom environment that has developed over the course of the year. Given that, instructional strategies typically aligned with constructivism may not provide the most fruitful learning opportunities for all learners, particularly not a steady diet of them (Airasian & Walsh, 1997) . Each learner needs to be supported in using personal knowledge, although it may appear tangential, by means appropriate for him or her. This is the heart of LCI-how those connections are best fostered stems from knowledge of the learner. Depending on the learner, various scaffolds may be needed to support the learner in the process of making those connections that are meaningful and viable in the content area. Cues are prevalent in any environment. Students create unique trajectories from cues regardless of whether they are able to express them and with or without the teacher's assistance. Students may regard these links as meaningful, as should we. The question becomes, how can we better help students capitalize on those links that are potentially meaningful in understanding the canon of content issues that are the foundation of our school curriculum?
Although this was an initial look at the viability of learner's prior learning in classrooms of various types, the study did not address how the knowledge-construction process occurred, although I speculate that cues have an active role as affordances of learning. Within this framework, an explanation is needed of how cues functioned and how learners' trajectories interacted in the learning environment for academic gains. It is through the understanding gained by considering learning environments through various lenses (Greeno, 1998; Salomon, 1991 ) that we will gain an understanding of the process of knowledge construction.
Students will make meaning of their learning situation through a weaving of their prior learning with new learning opportunities. The opportunities provided in a classroom should offer the potential to form rich future trajectories that integrate prior personal experience and learning, foster rich opportunities in the understanding of future experiences, and consequently, provide an outline for a rich autobiography for each learner.
